tural students and their shepherd, Walter Wilcox. Walter Wilcox is one
of the hest shepherds. That it came at all touched me at this time. And
though so far away I managed with their help to get there with the exhibi-
tion. Then I went on to Seattle. A success. Two lectures, failures I thought,
had been given in Denver following the six at Princeton. The Princeton
six were built by the Princeton Press into the published book, Modern
Architecture. Five lectures were given in New York City, a pleasant one in
Philadelphia at the Contemporary Club—charming dinner given a small
group by courteous Paul Cret. Two more lectures and exhibition again at
Madison, Wisconsin. Two at Minneapolis—I hope Sheriff Brown came.
He would have felt at home in the enormous fashionable throng over-
flowing the Art Museum and barricading the museum grounds with
motor cars until I got in myself with great difficulty. Two lectures and an
exhibit at Chicago Art Institute, since published by the Institute. Many
of these meetings, so crowded by the young sons and daughters of my
fellow men and women, affected me strangely. Those 'at home' in Chi-
cago and Wisconsin especially, where warm welcome in places of long
association aroused the sleeping sentimentalist in me, though not to the
point of modifying my ideals of sentiment to accept sentimentality as such.
But dangerously near their demoralization of these ideals often, just the
same. What did this awakening appreciation mean, I wondered, a little
uneasy.
Sometimes overheard: 'the man is still an iconoclast!7 Often whispered
indignation. Gossip: he must be lonely, etc., etc.: perhaps any or all the
surmises usual in the circumstances. But I used to wish they would dub
me 'radical', and let me go home to stay. A good honest word, that word
'radical'? It means of the root. And how know life unless through know-
ledge of the 'root'? But 'radical' on the academic tongue usually spells
'red!' because as I have said, the hypocrite instinctively hates the radical
in the United States. But if so, was I no longer radical, or were they over-
taking me?
Well, everywhere I found the halls overflowing. And everywhere I
went I found youth eager, questioning and enthusiastic* Natural modern-
ity seems to have captured the imaginations of Usonian youth. I hope the
new integrity wiH possess the heart, making indigenous culture on more
liberal terms than the substitute the schools have accepted and offered so
far. More fundamental concepts of natural law as organic are necessary at
first. Under the fire of intent and intelligent questionings by youth, I be-
gan to feel a 'youth' myself, to take free and deeper breaths. I began to
feel less alone in my work.
What effect this would have upon me and upon my work I did not
know.
CATHERINE
At Chicago, I remember an echo of my earlier youth. One afternoon in
the gallery at the Art Institute where the exhibition stood, a tall graying
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